Abnormalities in motor physiology in bipolar disorder.
The primary purpose of this study was to examine motor physiology disturbances in a group of patients with bipolar disorder by using sensitive instrumental procedures. The secondary aim of the study was to examine the effects of the affective state on motor functions. The authors studied 67 individuals meeting DSM-IV criteria for bipolar disorder and 47 healthy comparison subjects. Electromechanical measures of force steadiness and scaling of movement velocity to distance were performed. The authors found that performance on the force steadiness and velocity scaling measures was significantly poorer in the subjects with bipolar disorder, with 58% and 63% of the patients scoring outside the normal range on the force steadiness and velocity scaling measures, respectively. Eighty-four percent of subjects showed impairment on either measure, and 37% showed impairment on both measures. The force steadiness and velocity scaling abnormalities appeared to occur independently of one another and also were not associated with affective state or current medication status. This study demonstrates that motor abnormalities suggestive of basal ganglia dysfunction occur in many patients with bipolar disorder.